UMA MINI
The revolutionary UMA Mini Sound Lantern redefines the portable
lantern for the modern age. Fusing state-of-the-art Warm Dim LED
technology with 360° high fidelity surround sound, UMA provides a
one of a kind portable light + sound experience, integrated seamlessly
into a strikingly elegant design. UMA Mini pairs touch sensitive volume
control with an intuitive full-range light control dial and features
Bluetooth connectivity to stream the highest quality audio wirelessly
from any mobile device. Invoking the primal symbol of the lantern
and the warmth of a campfire, UMA is the perfect centerpiece for
social gatherings and intimate moments indoor and out.
Designer:
Carmine Deganello + Pablo Pardo + Pablo Studio 2019

UMA MINI
DESCRIPTION
Introducing UMA Mini, the newest addition to the UMA
family, now more portable than ever to travel with you
anywhere you go. The revolutionary UMA Mini lantern
takes all its cues from its big sister UMA, fusing stateof-the-art LED technology with 360° high fidelity
surround sound, while boasting a party mode feature
that allows for pairing up to 24 units simultaneously via
Bluetooth to create the perfect ambiance. UMA Mini
also features touch sensitive volume control and 2 soft
light level settings to set the perfect mood. Invoking
the primal symbol of the lantern and the warmth of
a campfire, UMA Mini is the perfect centerpiece for
social gatherings at home, restaurant lounges, and
any outdoor setting.
FIXTURE TYPE
Portable
LIGHT SOURCE
LED high-output chip on board
MODELS
Uma Mini
LIGHT CONTROL
Dimmable

FINISHES

MATTE WHITE

GRAY FABRIC

LEATHER
HANDLE

FEATURES
Portable + rechargeable
2 stage dim control
Rich 360o sound
Bluetooth connectivity
Party Mode up to 24 units
20 hour battery life (light only)
15 hour battery life (light & music)
USB-C Rapid charging*
SPECIFICATIONS
Power Consumption: 4W (light) 8W MAX (speakers)
Color temperature: 2000K
Luminosity: 100 Lumens MAX
Color Rendition Index: 90 CRI
Battery life: Up to 20 hours
Charging time: Up to 3 hours
Power cable length: 6’ (183cm)
1 year warranty
Patent pending
CERTIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS
UMA MINI

8.4”
(21.4cm)

IP
51

PACKAGING WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
UMA Mini:
2.5LBS
5.6’’ X 5.6’’ X 10.1’’
1
KG
14cm X 14cm X 25.5cm
NOTES
*Available Spring 2019
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